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Low-Voltage Swing Logic Circuits for a Pentium® 4
Processor Integer Core

Daniel J. Deleganes, Micah Barany, George Geannopoulos, Kurt Kreitzer, Matthew Morrise, Dan Milliron,
Anant P. Singh, and Sapumal Wijeratne

Abstract—The Pentium® 4 processor architecture uses a 2
frequency core clock to implement low latency integer operations.
Low-voltage-swing (LVS) logic circuits implemented in 90-nm
technology meet the frequency demands of a third-generation
integer-core design.

Index Terms—Adders, integrated circuit design, microproces-
sors.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE Pentium 4 processor architecture uses ultra-low-la-
tency integer operands to achieve performance [1]. This

is accomplished by running the integer core at twice the core
frequency of the processor. For example, a 3.50-GHz processor
has the integer logic functioning at 7 GHz. The introduction
of 90-nm technology [2] enables steadily increasing transistor
speeds over the life of the process. Described in this paper is
the implementation of a 2 frequency integer logic core using
low-voltage-swing (i.e., differential-voltage small-signal) logic
(LVS). This circuit topology is designed explicitly to take ad-
vantage of the frequency headroom enabled by 90–nm tech-
nology [3], [4]. A brief introduction of the processor and integer
core will be given followed by details of the LVS technology. In-
cluded are discussions of the basic circuit topology, pre-silicon
verification, and implementation examples. Finally, post-silicon
data will be shown.

II. INTEGER CORE

The integer core being described is part of the third-gener-
ation Pentium 4 processor on 90-nm technology. The design
has 1-MB L2 cache, 16-kb L1 cache, 125 M transistors,
and 112-mm die size. Moving the architecture onto 90-nm
technology presents many challenges. This paper focuses on
those needed to move the integer core component onto 90-nm
technology.

The integer core contains the fast data path which executes
all low latency integer operations for the machine. The data path
includes arithmetic logic units (ALUs), the bypass and flag logic
to support those ALUs, and the integer register file. The level
one (L1) data cache and the address generation units (AGUs)
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Fig. 1. Die photograph with integer core magnified.

are also part of the integer core. To give a relative feel of size,
the total number of drawn devices in the integer core exceeds
that of a Pentium Pro processor.

The integer core utilizes an internal clock running at twice
the frequency of the core clock. This “2 frequency” clock is
referred to as “Fast Clock” or by commonly by the acronym
FCLK. Designing at such clock rates is extremely difficult. For
example, consider logic depth. Between sequential elements
such as latches, there is time for at most six logic stages. After
accounting for clock variation and the timing requirements of
driving and sampling sequentials, the designer is left with only
two stages for logical work. Another significant complexity is
the clock network itself. Guaranteeing robust FCLK distribu-
tion through end-of-life process capabilities requires detailed
analysis. Because of such challenges, FCLK usage on the
processor is exclusive to the integer core and usage is targeted.
In final implementation, one third of the integer core blocks are
using the slower core clock frequency.

Fig. 1 shows a die photograph of the processor on 90-nm
process. The integer core lives in the center of the die. A
magnified view shows the relative positions of the integer core
building blocks. There are two distinct 32-bit FCLK execution
data paths staggered by one clock to implement 64-bit opera-
tions. Each datapath has two ALUs. ALU0 can perform either
a fast add or a fast Boolean operation during a cycle. ALU1 can
perform either a fast add or a fast shift/rotate during a cycle.
The AGUs in each 32-bit datapath are distinct designs, whereas
the ALUs are essentially shared circuits.

Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the structures in essentially
the same placements as the die photo. Illustrated is the integer
core load loop, which is a fundamental pipeline in the machine
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Fig. 2. Integer core loop. Shaded boxes are implemented using LVS circuit
technology.

critical to performance. The loop is initiated by the AGU ad-
dress output used for a data cache lookup. The cache data output
is aligned and presented to the AGU or ALUs for use as a pos-
sible input source. Finally, results are written back to the reg-
ister file or used to initiate another cache look up. To meet the
low-latency demands of the pipeline, several structures must
produce 16- or 32-bit results in an FCLK phase. The shaded
boxes (alignment multiplexer, AGUs, and ALUs) use LVS cir-
cuit technology to meet these low-latency demands.

III. LVS TECHNOLOGY

The foundation of LVS technology is the use of deep
N-channel pass gate chains to implement logic. The chain
depth—that is, the number of pass gates in series—is such that
the output voltage levels are very small averaging about 10% to
20% of VCC. Parallel pass-gate chains are thus used to produce
both true and complement outputs and the voltage differential
between the outputs is sensed. In the integer core, the logic
functions are varied and are in cases random. The guideline
for depth is no more than six transistors in series but there are
no guidelines for the number of parallel transistors. Thus, the
function width is not restricted. The resulting circuit is like a
single gate with up to 5 000 transistors.

A. Basic Topology

Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of the chosen LVS circuit
topology [5]. Inverters drive complementary full rail data
signals into the parallel N-channel pass gate logic chains.
The outputs of the parallel pass-gate chains are small signal.
Throughout this paper, the parallel pass-gate network—en-
compassing both chains—will be referred to as a Diffusion
Connected Network (DCN). The outputs of the DCN are sensed
and restored to full rail outputs.

B. DCN

The DCN is reset low and equalized by N-channel devices.
During small-signal development, one side of the DCN evalu-
ates high while the other side attempts to keep the network low.
The N-channel pass-gate system was adapted due to the compar-
ative advantage of N-channel linear region characteristics. The
reset low system brings the advantage of significantly smaller
reset and equalize devices minimizing overall capacitance in the
network. Fig. 4 shows the ALU input source multiplexer (mux)
DCN as an example.

The gates of the DCN devices are driven by either static or
domino circuits. The first pass gate in the network is termed the
“Thru Gate.” It is controlled by reset or by a logically qualified

Fig. 3. Block diagram of chosen LVS circuit topology.

reset clock. The Thru Gate topology eliminates any contention
between data and reset on either side of reset window and re-
duces the complexity of the CMOS to LVS interface to that of a
standard CMOS to domino interface. After the Thru Gate in the
ALU source mux example, the data goes through a 5-to-1 mux
to select the proper source followed by an -to-1 conditioning
mux. The value depends on the ALU and the functional block
in the ALU. An example of conditioning here may be zeroing
out bits in the data. This simple example of a DCN is straight-
forward and for all input to output paths has only three N pass
gates in series.

Illustrated in Fig. 5 without any supporting reset, equaliza-
tion, or clocking devices is an example of random logic in a
DCN. The “True” logical function is shown implemented on
both sides of the DCN. On one side, the inverse of the reset clock
supplies a high input level into this True function, while on the
other parallel DCN network, a zero is driven into the True func-
tion. (The reset clock is used as a high input level source since
it provides a monotonically switching input during evaluation.)
The equivalent holds for the “Complement” logical function. It
is implemented on both sides of the parallel chains with oppo-
site input levels. At every node along the chain, there is a node
matching it in the parallel chain. This node-for-node matching
along the parallel networks is critical when sensing differential
voltage at the outputs. Any circuit mismatch or unbalance be-
tween the parallel networks will result in built-in differential
noise. This example remains a simplistic illustration since the
longest path from data-in to data-out is three series devices and
the width does not exceed two devices. Actual circuits in the
integer core are up to six series devices deep and the width is
unconstrained.

C. Sensing and Gain

The DCN ends in a high-speed low-gain ratio’d P-type sense
amplifier feeding a level restore stage implemented as a cross-
coupled domino logic (CDL) gate. Together these stages am-
plify 10% VCC differential (average) to full rail outputs.

Fig. 6 shows a schematic of a typical sense amp and CDL. The
ratio’d P-type sense amp is quick but burns power throughout
evaluate. Lower power designs are used if speed can be sacri-
ficed. The output of the CDL can go to CMOS or can feed into
another LVS network as data or control.

In practice, the CDL stage is often used to implement logical
functions combining the outputs of up to four different sense
amps. Shown in Fig. 7 is a 2-to-1 mux with small signal selects
used in the ALU1 rotator. Two data DCNs and sense amps are
being chosen by the output of a third select DCN. The CDL mux
in the center of the figure is the level restore stage for all three
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Fig. 4. Example of a DCN taken from the ALU input source mux.

Fig. 5. Illustration of a complex random logic function DCN.

Fig. 6. Typical sense amp and CDL pair.

Fig. 7. ALU1 rotator 2-to-1 CDL mux.

DCNs. This combining of multiple LVS networks into a single
CDL is widely used in the shifter/rotator since the data inputs
and control inputs arrive together in time.

D. Advantages

Thus, the chosen LVS system delivers compelling advantages
for implementing high-frequency logic circuits.

The DCN logic function signal development is allocated less
than 35% of a FCLK clock phase, equivalent to two nominal
inverter delays. During this time it implements up to six effective
logic stages. The gain stages cost less than two stage delays
and a seventh logic function can be implemented in the CDL
itself. Thus, in the time of four nominal gate delays there is the
potential for up to seven logic stages, each of which may be very
wide.

In small-signal differential voltage systems, wire resistance
of long routes has a low cost. The LVS DCN transistors operate
in the linear region—they have a high ON resistance. Sensitivity
studies demonstrate that wire resistance is a relatively small per-
centage of the total resistance in most LVS small signal net-
works. This leads to usage of thin wires throughout the small
signal data paths minimizing capacitance and enabling compact
LVS datapath layout. Compact LVS datapath layout relaxes con-
straints on any large signal datapath controls.

A LVS DCN is essentially one large stacked gate. This means
that from a source-drain leakage perspective the overall struc-
ture has a much lower effective device width dissipating current
than a multi-staged CMOS or domino design.

IV. PRE-SI VERIFICATION

In microprocessor design, a novel circuit topology needs to
produce timing requirements compatible with the tool suite an-
alyzing the rest of the design. For LVS this requires taking an
analog small signal system and characterizing it to have digital
timing relationships.

A. Simulation Failure Criteria

The first step to analyzing the circuits is to create the digital
pass/fail criteria. In the LVS circuit topology described, the
output low-voltage level of the low-gain sense amp is
above . The level is directly dependent on the amount
of differential signal presented to the ratio’d sense amp. This
non- is amplified by the following CDL causing a false
discharge on the CDL output which is intended to remain high.
In a circuit which resolves properly the cross-coupled CDL
keepers fight back resulting in a low going “glitch” on the
logical high output waveform. If the circuit does not resolve,
then the glitch becomes a full discharge—meaning both sides
of the CDL evaluate low. Simulation waveforms showing this
“glitch” in a properly functioning circuit are in Fig. 8. The
glitch magnitude is one fail criterion used to calculate the
circuit setup time.
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Fig. 8. Simulation waveforms from a properly functioning LVS circuit.

The second fail criteria used is to measure the input voltage
differential at the sense amp when it is clocked and check against
a minimum needed to overcome differential noise sources, dc
offset of the sense amp and process variation. This minimum
differential voltage is typically 8% to 10% of the supply and is
determined using statistical analysis of the first-order variables
per circuit. A more exacting method would be to statistically
measure differential current integrated over time for each timing
arch. However, this is a much harder measurement to make and
quantify as a digital pass/fail for widely varying topologies.

Through simulation it was concluded that combining the two
fail criteria—CDL glitch magnitude and minimum voltage dif-
ferential—leads to a robust method that adequately finds the fail
points of a LVS system. Which criteria of the two criteria fails
first (i.e., is the limiter) varies between circuits.

B. Analysis

An in-house LVS timing and noise tool (LVSTNT) was
created to analyze the LVS circuits. The tool uses a patented
pruning algorithm [6] to exhaustively search all circuit paths
constrained by logic equations embedded as schematic proper-
ties. The RTL model incorporates equivalent equations that are
formally verified against the schematic versions.

The algorithm starts at each input and traces through pass
gates. As each pass gate is encountered, it is determined from
the logical relationships and previous state if the gate is on or
off. If this determination can not be made the pass gate is turned
on and a duplicate of the path with the pass gate off is placed in
the queue for later tracing.

Using the same core path analysis and simulation engines
LVSTNT performs several different analyses. Timing analysis
using the above described fail criteria is done to determine
setup and hold times. Noise analysis with spurious input values
is done to flag sensitivities and appropriately tax the timing
arcs. Reset analysis is performed to determine if reset time was
sufficient to reset the network to ground. Sensitivity analysis
is done to determine the effects of small changes in input and
clock arrival times and waveforms. Power analysis is done

Fig. 9. LVS alignment mux topology.

to determine the maximum power consumed by the block. In
addition, because an exhaustive path search is done, LVSTNT
performs de facto logic verification as a precursor to formal
verification done later in the tool flow.

After pruning, the rotator/shifter described later still exceeds
42 000 paths for verification. Including all circuit-induced dif-
ferential noise scenarios increases the path count 10 . This
number of paths requires days of CPU time to simulate. Such
long turn-around times for timing analysis would be prohibitive,
so the LVSTNT tool uses parallel processing to partition the job
of tracing and simulating signal paths. It then merges the indi-
vidual timing analysis results into a complete analysis report.
Using a pool of hundreds of compute servers, the turn-around
time for a full analysis was improved by a typical factor of 70.

V. PHYSICAL LAYOUT

Extremely high-quality layout is necessary for random
small-signal logic, especially for a product in high-volume
manufacturing. For the LVS design described, matching
analog layout rules are required in three dimensions up to the
layer above the last used for small-signal interconnect. These
rules ensure that all physical noise sources such as leakage,
gate-to-drain coupling, wire coupling, and process variation
are common mode. An in-house analog layout rule checker
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Fig. 10. LVS 16-bit adder carry-skip chain.

Fig. 11. P-interruptable ratio’d NOR gate used to generate group propagate
(skip) control signals.

(LVSLRC) enforces adherence to matching rules. The checker
guarantees, during construction, a one-to-one layout geometry
matching of differential nodes. Included during analysis are
process patterning, variation issues, consistent shielding and
geometric forcing of all signal attackers to be common mode.
In this way, essentially random logic is laid out to have min-
imal differential noise. Pre-silicon the results from post layout
extraction tools are used to verify the resulting layout quality.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLES

The integer core has four main LVS structures. The L1 data
cache alignment mux uses the core clock to produce 32:1 data
alignment in less than one phase of a 2 frequency clock. There
are two ALUs. ALU0 has a 32-bit LVS adder and LVS Boolean
logic functions. ALU1 has the same 32-bit LVS adder and a fast
32-bit LVS shifter/rotator [7]. Low-latency integer shifts and ro-
tates were enabled by LVS technology and are new to the archi-
tecture. The fourth structure is the address generation unit. The
AGU pipeline cascades back-to-back LVS circuits through four
phases of the 2 frequency clock. There are several LVS adders
and carry chains in the block all of which share a common
topology with the ALU adder. These four LVS structures make
up over 20% of the integer core being described.

A. 32:1 Data Alignment Mux

LVS technology enables the nontraditional implementation of
the L1 data alignment mux shown in Fig. 9. The circuit topology
includes 128 individual 32:1 dual rail muxes. This function is
accomplished in a single stage of logic by distributing the mux
node over half the height of the L1. The large capacitance of
the mux node and the large resistance of the distributed network

results in small signal that is amplified to rail by the two gain
stages described previously. Duplicating and distributing the
mux reset and select logic along the height of the block ensures
signal integrity of the large signal control. This single-stage
alignment mux, operating in less than one 2 clock phase, di-
rectly addresses a critical point in the integer core load loop
described earlier.

B. Adders

The carry propagation RC delays for a 32-bit LVS adder are
too slow to sustain the frequency targets of the integer core. For
this reason, all 32-bit ALU and AGU adders are built upon a
common 16-bit LVS adder core. The 32-bit ALU for example
employs three of these cores in a carry-select configuration. This
common core is allocated only one 2 clock phase to compute
a 16-bit add. Thus, the add portion of the AGU and ALU opera-
tions in actuality are operating at twice the quoted frequency of
the integer core.

1) Carry Chain: The LVS carry chain for a 16-bit adder is
shown in Fig. 10. It is built upon 16-cascaded LVS PGK cells
0-F with carry-skip pass gates S0–S9 positioned such that any
carry propagation path traverses through no more than six se-
ries devices. The LVS cells that make up the LVS carry-chain
are basic pass-gate logic configurations with generate and kill
transistors at each bit position.

The LVS XOR gates hookup to each polarity of the carry[ ]
nodes along the chain to produce the sum result. The
typical critical path begins with the turning ON of the s0 skip
pass gate that allows the “Cin” to charge up the reset-low carry-
chain and develop differential at the inputs of 17 PMOS sense
amplifiers that sense the 16 sum and final carry results along this
structure.

2) Solving the Critical Path: Typically, the adder critical
path goes through the skip gate controls which are formed by
ANDing together the propagates being skipped over. These
group propagates generated by wide NORs by definition come
one gate delay after the propagates themselves. A novel p-in-
terruptible ratio’d-NOR gate (RP-NOR), illustrated in Fig. 11,
was designed to implement fast NOR2–NOR5 gates. The
evaluate edge for this gate is extremely fast when compared
to static NOR structures since the P stack is only two high.
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Fig. 12. Example of a differential noise scenario for the 16-bit adder carry-chain simulated and analyzed using in-house tools.

Fig. 13. Bit slice of the LVS rotator data path.

However, for certain input combinations meant to produce an
output low level, the pull-up and pull-down networks are on
simultaneously. For these cases, the gate’s output can produce
a steady-state noise source unacceptable for controlling a LVS
DCN. Thus, pre-charged high true and complement inputs
are used to logically control an interrupt device in the p-stack
disabling contention within one gate delay. To the DCN carry
chain, this creates a differential noise source during a narrow
pulse approximately one gate delay wide. This noise pulse
occurs at the onset of LVS evaluation leaving the carry-chain
a significant amount of time to recover and develop positive
differential unimpeded by any further contention-induced
differential noise.

3) Differential Noise Example: Illustrated in Fig. 12 is an
example of a differential noise scenario handled during pre-sil-
icon analysis by the in-house LVSTNT tool. Shown is a generate
at bit 0 in the carry chain driving signal to a sum at bit 12. Mul-
tiple devices that are digitally off can drive small amounts of
differential noise into the network close to the sense amp. This
is a very dangerous scenario where multiple back contention
sources near the sense amp may add up to be large enough that
the driver at the other end of the resistive network is unable to
overcome the differential noise at any frequency. These types
of noise scenarios are very concerning and are a primary moti-
vation for creating the in house noise tool and for limiting the
DCN to six series gates.

C. Rotator

The ALU rotator/shifter circuits can be thought of as a series
of muxes wired with long interconnect. These muxes steer an
operand over the data path length and width. The mux nature and
the distributed RC make a rotator topology particularly suited to
LVS technology.

Fig. 13 shows the bit slice of the LVS rotator data path. Full
swing single ended operands are converted to true and comple-
mentary signals with a local inverter and steered through four
stages of differential 4-to-1 muxes implemented as LVS DCNs.

The DCN control signals calculated from the shift count logic
are pre-charged low and are driven by static stages. The mono-
tonic switching of the control signals enables time borrowing
into the evaluation phase.

The operand being steered through the datapath and the shift
(or rotate) count signals described above present themselves at
the ALU1 inputs simultaneously. A LVS source select mux sim-
ilar to the structure shown in Fig. 4 selects the count bits from
one of the five possible sources and performs a full decode. After
the source mux a complex CDL gain stage and following sense
amplifier completes the full decode. The resulting control sig-
nals, after one static logic stage are used as selects for the series
of 4-to-1 LVS muxes.

The rotator datapath described above produces two outputs
per bit, a “propvalue” and a “killvalue.” The propvalue is the
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Fig. 14. Post silicon voltage–frequency shmoo plot of isolated FCLK (2� freq.) integer core demonstarting 8 GHz, 70 C, 1.3 V operation (450 directed patterns).

actual rotated or shifted data, and the killvalue represents the 0
or the size-based most significant bit. A separate LVS DCN (up
to six pass gates deep) implements the complex shifter logic and
produces the kill signal. A complex 2-to-1 CDL mux (Fig. 7.)
selects between the two small signal data signals (propvalue and
killvalue) based on the small-signal select (kill) to produce the
rotated (or shifted) result.

This rotator/shifter can logically be described as 32 sets of
32-to-1 muxes. The time allocated is about one and a half nom-
inal inverter delays. A traditional domino or static implementa-
tion has too many logic stages to fit in this design space without
incurring large area, static power, and power race complexities.

VII. RESULTS

The processor with the described LVS integer core has been
fabricated on 90-nm technology. The processor includes test
hardware that isolates the integer core on silicon. Fig. 14 shows
the isolated core’s voltage versus frequency shmoo running all
directed tests.

The LVS integer core exceeds 8 GHz on initial silicon at 70 C
junction and 1.30 V pin. The core is expected to reach GHz
with process and post silicon optimizations. The integer core
contains over 6.8 million nonarray physical transistors. The core
area is 14070.8 sq. mils.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper covered the usage of low-voltage swing tech-
nology to achieve very high-frequency circuits. These circuits
have been used to build a 2 frequency integer core that
extends the processor onto 90-nm technology. The design has
been fabricated and is in production. Measured silicon results of
the integer core hit frequency expectations and show headroom
to scale further with the process.
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